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The Impact of Publicly Owned Hotels on Competing Properties
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Abstract

Substantial public subsidies, and even outright public ownership, of hotels have become common in the United States as communities target tourism as an integral economic development tool. A critical question that is increasingly being raised about the public sector entering the hotel business is, are these government-funded facilities unfair competition to properties developed by the private sector? The common reply to these concerns is that the publicly owned hotel is critical to growing demand for lodging accommodation and that once it opens, the new hotel will attract enough new business that all hotels will benefit. We use an event study to test this hypothesis across all of the 100% publicly developed hotels for which there are sufficient data to conduct the analysis. In looking at these 21 hotels, we found strong evidence that the performance of neighboring hotels worsens after the introduction of a publicly owned hotel.
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The use of various public subsidies and financing to encourage hotel development has become widespread in the United States.¹ Known generically as public–private partnerships, we refer to public–private partnerships involving lodging facilities as publicly subsidized hotels or PSHs. At the far end of the subsidy spectrum are those hotels that are owned outright by the public, that is, they are funded and owned by a public authority; we call these hotels publicly owned hotels or POHs.

The use of public money to either develop in entirety or assist the development of a hotel raises many questions. This study focuses on one question that is increasingly getting attention and in some cases inspiring lawsuits (Edwards vs. Erie County; Milford & Montgomery, 2011; Mirabella, 2005); that is, how are neighboring hotels affected when they have new publicly subsidized competition? There are two opposing camps that frequently square off in such debates. Those in favor of the POH use a positive externalities argument to claim that the POH is a needed “game changer” that will benefit the community by enabling it to attract convention and other visitors who otherwise would not come without this additional room inventory. These new visitors increase spending, employment, and tax revenues.

Among the counter veining arguments is that real estate speculation in the form of hotel developments is an inappropriate role for government. Not only is hotel development a risky venture, but POHs are also unfair competition that can undermine private sector investments by introducing non-price competition that can hurt neighboring hotels.² Proponents of POHs counter that these public investments will actually help existing hotels in two ways: First, the new hotel will be a price leader that will elevate prices (Average Daily Rate or ADR) for surrounding hotels, second, the new hotel will induce demand in a market and attract enough new business to create spillover effects that benefit surrounding hotels.³

The Impact of POHs on Competing Properties

Despite the importance of how such a property might affect other hotels in the market, there is little in the academic literature to guide policymakers on this issue. Our study is a step toward bridging this gap. In this study, we identified 33 hotels owned outright by the public; a not-for-profit corporation or other agency of the sponsoring government generally holds the title of the hotel and is responsible for engaging the hotel developer and operator (Hazinski, 2004).

We use an event study methodology, asking whether performance of hotels competitive with the POH changes after its
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introduction, the “event.” The research question is salient, and is being raised in many communities. We could provide dozens of similar quotes from across the country, but this one from Minneapolis regarding a proposed subsidy for a hotel to support their convention center is typical:

Minneapolis officials have lobbied on and off for a convention hotel several times in recent years, saying that such a property is needed in order to compete with markets like Denver and Indianapolis for large, national meetings and conventions. Opponents, however, say that a 1,000-room hotel would be a bad use of public money and would hurt existing hotels by flooding the market with additional rooms and creating unfair competition. (Vonmhof, 2013)

With very few exceptions, we find that the POHs harm the top line operating metrics of the hotels in the competitive set. Our empirical results suggest that introduction of a POH to the market is followed by deterioration of key performance metrics of hotels that are directly competitive with the POH: ADRs decline, occupancies (OCC) fall, and revenues per available room (RevPAR) decrease. Not only do the levels of performance metrics decline but also often volatility increases significantly as well. The results do not corroborate the frequently told story of the rising tide that lifts all boats. This has policy implications for those considering public ownership or subsidies to encourage the development of hotels.

**Theory and Literature Review**

It is widely accepted that the use of public funds to create, operate, and maintain a city’s convention center and associated infrastructure is a legitimate public activity due to the positive externalities created by the convention center. The classic public finance argument is that while the convention center itself may be an economically marginal business activity, it creates positive economic activity in the community that cannot be captured by the center; thus, the convention center should be a publicly owned or publicly subsidized venue. The use of public finance has been extended to include headquarters hotels located adjacent to convention centers as the private market perceives these projects as difficult, if not impossible, to finance without the use of public funding or subsidy. In recent years, many communities made tourism development a part of their overall local economic development strategy and extended subsidies beyond convention hotels to other types of lodging.

Public finance theory provides well-established tools to deal with externalities when private markets fail to account for the benefits or costs of economic activity. The classic policy prescriptions are to tax negative externalities (e.g., air or water pollution) and to subsidize positive externalities (museums, libraries, sporting venues, convention centers). Stiglitz (1988) and Rosen and Gayer (2008) show that subsidies can help to provide more optimal provision of public goods than relying on the private sector. Stiglitz (1988) uses the example of tax credits for the restoration of historic buildings as an example of a public subsidy to encourage positive externalities. Rosen and Gayer (2008) provide the same policy prescription, which they call a “Pigovian subsidy,” but caution policymakers on its use (p. 101). Bartik (1990, 2005) cites numerous market failures that call for a unified policy prescription including the localization of subsidies most likely to produce the most good.

For reasons discussed in Harberger (1974), the estimation of the overall welfare effects of government interventions to correct externalities is more challenging than first outlined by Pigou (1932) in the classical welfare economics treatment. In the presence of unpriced externalities, policies aimed to correct an externality via subsidy can potentially exacerbate other distortions in related markets. Theory alone cannot shed light on the relative importance of the primary welfare effect of a given policy (defined by the welfare gain from correcting the externality addressed by the policy) and the interaction effects (defined as welfare effects that result from the interaction of the new policy with other related markets; Bento, Kaffine, Roth, and Zaragoza-Watkins, 2014). An empirical investigation is needed to evaluate a particular subsidy.

In the tourism sector of the economy, there is an extensive literature on the use of public subsidy, its success, and failures. Choy (1991) and Fenich (1992) provide early examples of the discussion; Choy focuses on the macroeconomic impacts of planning tourism destinations while Fenich is focused on convention centers and their impacts, both positive and negative on the urban landscape. Tsukahara (1995) develops a theoretical model showing that “optional public services” such as museums or stadiums are provided by the public when “their cost is ‘small’ relative to the cost of essential public services.” Dwyer, Forsyth, and Spurr (2004) note the extensive use of public funds in the tourism sector and critique the tools that economists and policymakers use to analyze the economic impact of tourism and tourism policy. Judd’s (2003) compendium has entire chapters devoted to the public and private nature of cities and the use of public finance to transform urban cores in both positive and negative ways. Bernini and Pellegrini (2011, 2013) examine the impact of public subsidy on private tourism firms funded under a regional policy in Italy, a unique laboratory. In both studies, they report positive employment growth and output but a decrease in productivity for subsidized firms. Rosentraub and Joo (2009) examine the relative returns to public investment in tourist amenities. They find that investments in sports and amusements produced the most significant gains for regions, recognizing the importance of public investment to stimulate investment. Schwester (2007) examines public investment in athletic venues with a literature review that
shows insignificant job creation, insignificant changes in local spending, and insignificant increases in per capita incomes from investments in sporting venues.

At the same time, much less work is explicitly focused on the hotel industry. Blocher (2006) notes that “(d)espite the massive public investment in hotel projects, surprisingly little scholarly literature addresses the wisdom of this public support” (p. 139). Boo and Kim (2010) find that it is the size of the function space in a convention center that is positively associated with hotel stays, not the number of show days or attendance. Clark’s (2007) Delphi study found that a headquarters hotel is an amenity necessary for a convention center to meet its potential. He goes on to note that the subsidies necessary to bring such a hotel to the market are an additional cost that many communities do not consider when they build a convention center. Detlefsen (2012) suggests that open bidding processes should be used to minimize the public subsidies necessary to bring convention hotels to market. Gee and Singh (2008) provide some non-quantitative guidelines that governments can use when considering subsidies to encourage hotel development, noting that “. . . in most instances, government officials have limited knowledge of the relative costs and benefits of using investment incentives” (p. 142). Hazinski (2010) proposes using regression models to look at the impacts that the opening of a convention center has on the metrics of the local hotel market, but does not empirically test the model.

Among those who have questioned the wisdom of public support for hotels are Sanders (1999, 2004a, 2004b, 2005a, 2005b, 2014) and Laslo and Judd (2005) who question the use of public funding for convention centers and hotels, criticizing the practice as being insulated from democratic processes while chronicling decades of publicly supported hotels that do not live up to their expected financial returns. Walker (2003) provides evidence that the opening of convention hotels does not generate additional measureable demand. Murphy (2005) provides a critical review of feasibility studies done on PSHs claiming that they are frequently overly optimistic about expected performance. Nelson (2006) proposes processes to review feasibility studies for PSHs and describes political barriers that make such analyses rare.

### Data and Method

For this study, we begin with the universe of 33 known POHs in the United States as of 2014. This list was reduced to eliminate properties that had been open for less than 4 years as the event study methodology requires 4 years of post-opening data to examine the short- and longer-term impacts of the POH openings on the competitive hotels. O’Neill (2011) shows that the mean stabilization period for all hotel types is 3.08 years, while Hazinski (2004) speaks directly to the matter, referencing a 3- to 4-year stabilization period for a POH during which “. . . the occupancy and ADR of existing hotels is expected to decline somewhat. As the new hotel reaches stabilization and generates additional room night demand, the occupancy and ADR of competitive hotel properties are expected to return to normal levels” (p. 7). Two POHs, the Trenton Marriott at Lafayette Yard and Hilton Austin Airport, were not included because they had no competitive hotels in the markets in which they were built. The reductions resulted in 21 POHs and hotel markets that are examined in this study.

Our analysis explores how the opening of a POH affects the performance of hotels that are directly competitive with the POH. In the hotel industry, these competing hotels are known as the “competitive set.” Monthly operating data for each competitive set were obtained from STR Global. The hotels used to create the competitive set are those hotels identified as the primary competitors by each of the POH hotel’s management team. These competitive sets were verified as accurate by STR Analytics, a unit of STR Global. In no case did STR Analytics find that the competitive set used by the POH management team was inappropriate. To be clear, this study does not analyze other impacts of POHs beyond their impact on the competitive set, such as the direct tax benefits, employment, and other positive externalities.

The performance metrics used in this study are the monthly averages for the ADR, OCC percentage, and the RevPAR for each competitive set. Data for each competitive set include 24 months prior to opening of the POH and 48 months after the opening of the POH. STR Global provides data for the competitive set as if it were a single hotel; no individual hotel data are available.

Next, the metrics for each competitive set were indexed to the same metrics for the entire U.S. market. Travel and hotel performance are greatly influenced by the health of the economy. To identify whether the changes in the performance metrics were the result of the new POH entering the local market or the result of larger trends in the economy, the data for each competitive set were indexed to the performance of the entire U.S. hotel market using the U.S. national data from the STR Global database. The index is the ratio of a given competitive set metric (e.g., RevPAR) to the national data on the metric (in this case, RevPAR). For example, in a month, in which a competitive set’s occupancy is 77% and the national occupancy is 70%, the index is $0.77 / 0.70 = 1.10$; that is, the competitive set’s occupancy is 110% of the national occupancy. Similarly, RevPAR index of 1.20 means that the competitive set is 20% better than the U.S. market, whereas a RevPAR index of 0.75 means that the competitive set is 25% worse than the U.S. market. Indexing the competitive set’s performance to that of the entire United States, adjusts for the impacts of overall economic conditions (recessions, inflation, and events such as September 11, 2001) on the performance metrics and thus better isolate the impact of the POH opening on the competitive set.
Our null hypotheses are that there is no impact on the market due to the opening of a POH.

\[ H_{O1} : \text{RevPAR-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} = \text{RevPAR-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]
\[ H_{O2} : \text{ADR-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} = \text{ADR-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]
\[ H_{O3} : \text{OCC-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} = \text{OCC-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]

If the POHs produce positive externalities for the hotel market, the alternative hypothesis is that there is a positive impact from the opening of a POH.

\[ H_{A1} : \text{RevPAR-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} < \text{RevPAR-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]
\[ H_{A2} : \text{ADR-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} < \text{ADR-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]
\[ H_{A3} : \text{OCC-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} < \text{OCC-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]

However, if the POH does not produce positive externalities for the hotel market, the POH takes customers from competing hotels, and the alternative hypothesis is that the opening of a POH damages their performance.

\[ H_{B1} : \text{RevPAR-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} > \text{RevPAR-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]
\[ H_{B2} : \text{ADR-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} > \text{ADR-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]
\[ H_{B3} : \text{OCC-Index}_{\text{pre-event}} > \text{OCC-Index}_{\text{post-event}} \]

The hypotheses are tested on the indexes for three performance metrics using a combination of univariate and multivariate methods to explore the hypotheses, allowing for a very flexible specification to estimate the impact. We also test for market volatility by examining the change in variability of the metrics by testing the difference in the variance of the competitive set index pre- and post-opening of a POH.

### Results

#### Summary Statistics

The 21 POHs and their markets are listed in Table 1. The sample includes POH properties in different states, developed between 1993 and 2009. Descriptive statistics for the 21 competitive sets are given in Table 2, showing the values of the RevPAR, ADR, and OCC indexes prior to the opening of the POH.

Indices for each market were plotted over time to visualize the data and trends before performing more rigorous parametric analyses. We provide an example in Figure 1, which is a plot of the RevPAR index for the Baltimore market. Note the clearly identifiable trend in the data: The average level of RevPAR index is higher before opening of the POH. The data also show the classic inter-year seasonality of lodging markets, a characteristic of the data that we take into account in the multivariate statistical tests.

#### Results of Univariate Tests

We look first at the summary statistics for the entire sample, and then examine the summary statistics for each of the 21 competitive sets. In all cases, the “event” is the opening of the POH. The event month is excluded from the analysis. In each case, there are 24 months of data prior to the event and 48 months of data after the event. The whole sample (pooled for all 21 competitive sets) results are as follows:

Table 3 shows that all three metrics point to a statistically significant deterioration in the aggregate performance of the competitive sets after the opening of the POHs. These results lend support to rejecting the null hypothesis of no impact, rejecting the alternative hypothesis of positive externalities, and accepting the alternative hypothesis of damage to the competing hotels. However, the unconditional means do not control for autocorrelation and seasonality in the data, nor do they control for market improvement over time. We control for these factors using a maximum likelihood methodology that is presented in the following section.

We next turn our attention to the individual markets and whether the introduction of a POH had an impact locally. Table 4 summarizes the results for all 21 individual markets, whereas Table 5 contains the detailed results for each market.

The left panel of Table 4 shows that the performance metrics are inconclusive for RevPAR in 13 markets, inconclusive for ADR in 8 markets, and inconclusive for OCC in 10 markets. In those cases where the results are statistically significant, the evidence points overwhelmingly to deteriorating performance; eight declines and no advances for RevPAR, nine declines and four advances for ADR, and eight declines and three advances for OCC. The panel on the right of Table 4 summarizes the results for the volatility tests: the left column is based on the $F$ Test and the right column is based on the Levene’s Test. For the most part, the results are inconclusive, although ADR shows a statistically significant result in the majority of markets. For those markets where the results are statistically significant, the evidence points to a worsening in volatility with the greatest impact on ADR, where three markets are less volatile and at least eight markets are more volatile. No market showed a statistically significant drop in volatility for OCC, whereas five markets showed an increase. Finally, at least four markets have higher RevPAR volatility, and no more than two have lower RevPAR volatility.
Table 5 presents the results of the univariate tests on each market. The table is broken into three panels, one for RevPAR, one for ADR, and one for OCC. Within each panel, we report the percentage change in the mean value of the metric and the percentage change in the standard deviation of each metric after the opening of the POH. We report the results of the $t$ test for the difference in the mean value of the metric before and after the event. We also report the results of an $F$ test and Levene's test for the equality of variance of the metric before and after the event.\footnote{These are the same tests that are presented in Table 4.}

Overall results are as follows:

- For RevPAR, 17 of the 21 markets show a deterioration, with eight of the 17 being statistically significant at the 10% level or better. Four of the 21 markets show an improvement in RevPAR; none are statistically significant at the 10% level or better.
  - Standard deviation shows an increase in 15 of the 21 markets for the monthly RevPAR, that is, these markets become more volatile. In five of the 15 cases, this increase in volatility is statistically significant at the 10% level or better. Six markets show a decrease in standard deviation of RevPAR; two of these are statistically significant at the 10% level or better.
- For ADR, 14 of the 21 markets show a deterioration, with nine of the 14 being statistically significant at the 10% level or better. Seven of the declines are larger than 10% in magnitude (all statistically significant at 1% level or better). Seven of the 21 markets show an improvement in ADR, with four of the seven being statistically significant at the 10% level or better.
  - Standard deviation shows an increase in 17 of the 21 markets, with these markets becoming more volatile. In nine of the 17 cases, the increase in volatility is statistically significant at the 10% level or better.
### Exhibit 2:
Descriptive Statistics for the Competitive Sets Prior to the Opening of the Publicly Owned Hotel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competitive set for publicly owned hotel</th>
<th>RevPAR</th>
<th>ADR</th>
<th>OCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value (US$)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>80.24</td>
<td>47.94</td>
<td>105.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>110.19</td>
<td>53.73</td>
<td>160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>111.07</td>
<td>54.43</td>
<td>147.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coralville, IA</td>
<td>66.12</td>
<td>45.57</td>
<td>79.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas, TX</td>
<td>76.63</td>
<td>52.54</td>
<td>92.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>81.40</td>
<td>38.06</td>
<td>112.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, PA</td>
<td>58.97</td>
<td>36.78</td>
<td>88.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombard, IL</td>
<td>75.21</td>
<td>43.71</td>
<td>100.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest City, OK</td>
<td>49.98</td>
<td>36.92</td>
<td>57.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle Beach, SC</td>
<td>56.60</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>126.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha, NE</td>
<td>64.89</td>
<td>45.94</td>
<td>86.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland Park, KS</td>
<td>70.59</td>
<td>47.32</td>
<td>85.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
<td>87.09</td>
<td>44.18</td>
<td>147.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>71.60</td>
<td>48.81</td>
<td>83.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, RI</td>
<td>53.95</td>
<td>33.73</td>
<td>64.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>88.11</td>
<td>58.57</td>
<td>116.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaumburg, IL</td>
<td>69.21</td>
<td>47.80</td>
<td>85.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreveport, LA</td>
<td>56.45</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>74.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>60.79</td>
<td>26.33</td>
<td>84.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver, WA</td>
<td>53.86</td>
<td>42.09</td>
<td>67.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne County, MI</td>
<td>71.16</td>
<td>45.80</td>
<td>88.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>72.10</td>
<td>43.24</td>
<td>97.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>70.59</td>
<td>45.80</td>
<td>88.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table shows statistics for each competitive set for the 24 months prior to the opening of the publicly owned hotel. For each measure, ADR, OCC, RevPAR, the average, minimum, and maximum values are shown. ADR and RevPAR values are in dollars, OCC is in percent. The index value is the average value and standard deviation of the corresponding index relative to the United States as a whole. RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy.
level or better. The remaining four markets show a decrease in standard deviation, three of these are statistically significant at the 10% level or better.

- For OCC, 16 of the 21 markets show a deterioration, with eight of the 16 being statistically significant at the 10% level or better. Five of the 21 markets show an improvement in occupancy, with three of the five being statistically significant at the 10% level or better.

Standard deviation shows an increase in 11 of the 21 markets for OCC, with these markets become more volatile. In five of the 11 cases, this increase in volatility is statistically significant at the 10% level or better. Ten markets show a decrease in standard deviation, none of these are statistically significant at the 10% level or better.

Table 5 shows that not one market exhibits an increase in both ADR and OCC. Markets that show improvement in one metric uniformly show deterioration in the other metric. Another finding is that the whole sample and the individual market results show a greater impact on ADR than OCC, and one would have speculated that occupancy might suffer with the introduction of new supply, but the decline in pricing is more troublesome. The unconditional whole sample and the individual market results both indicate that the general trend is for a deterioration in the revenues (RevPAR) for the competitive sets. The results in some individual market do indicate some glimmers of hope, but in no case does a market exhibit an improvement in the mean and a reduction in the standard deviation for all three metrics. The competitive set in Midwest City, Iowa, does see a significant improvement in the ADR metrics (higher level of ADR and lower standard deviation), but this is not carried through to the RevPAR as this market was hurt by lower occupancies.
Results From the Pooled Maximum Likelihood Model

The whole sample univariate results are useful to establish an initial estimate of the impact of POHs on their competitive sets. Univariate results of the individual markets allow us to identify the impact in each market separately, albeit these tests are weaker in terms of statistical power when compared with the whole sample. The univariate tests, however, do not take into account certain statistical properties of the data, such as seasonality and autocorrelation. The performance metrics exhibit seasonality that is very different for different markets, the most obvious is winter performance for Sunbelt versus northern markets. Performance metrics may also have autocorrelation in the time series, a common property in business data. Autocorrelation, too, may be different for different markets. Finally, it is likely that a newly opened hotel might negatively affect a market when first introduced, but if HA is true, the market should quickly recover and show improved performance over time. To address these properties of the data and to control for them, a more detailed statistical analysis is needed. We proceed with this analysis using a pooled, maximum likelihood model.15

Exhibit 4: Pooled Whole Sample Results: Unconditional Test for Equal Means.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of performance</th>
<th>Index mean prior to POH opening</th>
<th>Index mean after POH opening</th>
<th>Change in mean</th>
<th>Percentage change</th>
<th>t statistic</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>1.355</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>−0.093</td>
<td>−6.80</td>
<td>3.920</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>1.236</td>
<td>1.187</td>
<td>−0.049</td>
<td>−3.92</td>
<td>2.938</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>1.051</td>
<td>−0.039</td>
<td>−3.55</td>
<td>4.450</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The table shows the unconditional mean of the competitive set indexes for the pooled sample in the 24 months prior to the opening of a POH and the 48 months after the opening of the POH. The t statistic is from a simple two-tailed “Chow-test” for equality of means with the appropriate adjustment for numbers of observations. POH = publicly owned hotel; RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy.

Exhibit 5: Univariate Results Summary: Number of Changes in the Individual Competitive Sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in market performance</th>
<th>Change in market volatility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved performance</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>0 markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>4 markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>3 markets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The count of statically significant market index changes out in the 21 competitive sets with POH introductions. For the counts on Market Volatility, the left column is based on the F test and the right column is based on the Levene’s test. RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy; POH = publicly owned hotel.

To rigorously assess the overall effect, we pool cross-section and time-series data. By pooling the data, we allow for flexibility in modeling market-specific effects for each competitive set. In other words, we build flexibility into our models to account for market-specific characteristics. The dependent variable is the index of performance (RevPAR, ADR, or OCC) for the competitive set for a given market. We estimate two models. In model 1, the index is regressed on a market-specific intercept, estimated by \( \alpha_i \); 11 monthly dummies for each market to control for seasonality (January is omitted), estimated by \( \lambda_{1,i} \); the post-event dummy variable, estimated by \( \beta \); and a time dummy, estimated by \( \mu \), to examine whether the post-event dummy variable changes over time. The post-event dummy variable takes the value of 1 in the 36 months following the opening of the POH in market \( i \), and 0 otherwise; the long-term dummy takes the value of 1 in the fourth year (months 37-48) following the opening of the POH in market \( i \). Model 1 is as follows:

\[
\text{Performance}_{i,t} = \alpha_i + \beta \text{PostEventDummy}_{i,t} + \mu \text{LongTermDummy}_{i,t} + \sum_{k=1}^{11} \lambda_{k,i} \text{MonthDummy}_{k,i,t} + \epsilon_{i,t},
\]

\[
\text{Var}(\epsilon_{i,t}) = \sigma_i^2.
\]

The subscript \( i \) on the intercept \( \alpha_i \) and on the coefficients for the 11 monthly dummy variables, \( \lambda_{1,i}, \ldots, \lambda_{11,i} \), indicates that these coefficients are specific to market \( i \).
Inclusion of the market-specific intercept, or market fixed effect, controls for unobservable characteristics of a given market. Seasonality is allowed to vary across markets, by allowing market-specific monthly dummy variables as indicated by the subscript $i$. The error term (and its variance) is also specific to market $i$. The coefficients that are common across the events—$eta$ on the post-event dummy, the coefficient $\mu$ on the time dummy, and the coefficient $\gamma$—are our main coefficients of interest—the coefficient $\beta$ on the post-event dummy variable and the coefficient $\mu$ on the time dummy. Seasonality is allowed to vary across markets, by allowing market-specific monthly dummy variables as indicated by the subscript $i$. Seasonality is allowed to vary across markets, by allowing market-specific monthly dummy variables as indicated by the subscript $i$. Seasonality is allowed to vary across markets, by allowing market-specific monthly dummy variables as indicated by the subscript $i$.

In Model 2, we control for autocorrelation in the time series by adding lagged value of the dependent variable. In addition to estimating Model 1 and Model 2 with constant variance pre- and post-event, we go one step further and recognize the possibility of a change in the error variance after the event and estimate each of the two models above in two different specifications. The first specification is the single (constant) error variance specification. In this specification, the variance of the residuals $\sigma_{e}^2$ is specific to the competitive set for market $i$ in keeping with a desire to allow for a flexible specification.

In addition to estimating Model 1 and Model 2 with constant variance pre- and post-event, we go one step further and recognize the possibility of a change in the error variance after the event and estimate each of the two models above in two different specifications. The first specification is the single (constant) error variance specification. In this specification, the variance of the residuals $\sigma_{e}^2$ is specific to the competitive set for hotel $i$.

Note. For the three performance metrics (RevPAR, ADR, and OCC), "% change" is the percentage change in the index metric (value of the index after the event minus the value of the index before, divided by the value of the index before); "t test $p$ value" is the $p$ value of the $t$ test for the difference in values before and after the event; "% change in SD" is the percentage change in the standard deviation of the metric (standard deviation after the event minus standard deviation before, divided by the standard deviation before); "F test $p$ value" is the $p$ value of the $F$ test for the difference in variance (before and after the event); "Levene $p$ value" is the $p$ value of the Levene’s test for the difference in variance (before and after the event). The values in bold indicate statistical significance at the 10% level or better. RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy.

\[
\text{RevPAR} = \beta_{\text{PostEventDummy}} + \mu_{\text{LongTermDummy}} + \epsilon_{i,t}, \quad \text{Var} \left( \epsilon_{i} \right) = \sigma_{e}^2.
\]
The models are estimated by Maximum Likelihood method, and standard errors are obtained from Fisher Information Matrix (inverse of the negative of the Hessian for the likelihood function, evaluated at the maximum).\textsuperscript{16} The estimates are reported in Table 6.

Table 6, Panel A gives the results for Model 1, for the single error-variance and for the two-error-variance specification. The pooled model is designed to use information contained in all the events and to estimate the impact of the opening of a POH on the competitive set. The coefficient on the post-event dummy variable $\beta$ is negative and strongly statistically significant for all three measures of performance, RevPAR, ADR, and Occupancy. The coefficient on the long-term dummy variable is positive and is statistically significant in five out of six cases; the long-term dummy for ADR in the constant $\sigma_e$ model is not significantly different from zero.\textsuperscript{17} For all metrics, the post-event dummy is much more strongly significant than the long-term dummy. In all cases, the two-error-variance specification results in a statistically significant improvement in the likelihood ratio, indicating a better fit. Finally, the use of the two-error-variance specification clearly indicates that the variance post-event is higher than the variance pre-event for all three performance measures.

Table 6, Panel B reports the results for Model 2 (which includes lagged dependent variable to control for potential autocorrelation in the data). The results are reported for both the single error-variance and the two-$\sigma_e$ specifications. The results are consistent with those obtained in Panel A. The coefficient on the post-dummy variable is negative and strongly statistically significant for all three measures of performance, RevPAR, ADR, and Occupancy. The coefficient on the long-term dummy variable is positive and is statistically significant in only three of the six cases; it shows weak significance for RevPAR, no significance for ADR, and strong statistical significance for OCC. In all cases, the two-error-variance specification results in a statistically better fit and clearly indicates that the variance post-event is higher than the variance pre-event for all three performance measures.

The lag coefficient ($\gamma$) is strongly significant for all three metrics in both model specifications, indicating strong autocorrelation. The values of the lag coefficients are interesting as well, and appear to be very consistently estimated across the two error specifications; RevPAR and Occupancy have a 50%-60% lag coefficient, while ADR has a lag coefficient of approximately 80%, indicating more inertia in ADR than in RevPAR and OCC. Finally, the likelihood ratios for the Model 2 (Panel B) specifications dominate the likelihood ratios for the Model 1 (Panel A) specifications. We interpret the combination of the strong fit on the lag coefficient and the likelihood ratio dominance as indicating that the Model 2 specification is superior to the Model 1 specification.\textsuperscript{18} The results are consistent in all estimated pooled models: The impact of opening a POH is negative and strongly statistically significant for all three performance metrics used, and the competitive set indexes do not fully recover over time. Table 7 summarizes the economic impact of the POHs on the competitive set indices. The top panel shows impacts based on the Model 2 specification results, whereas the bottom panel shows impacts based on the Model 1 specification results.

To begin, examine the left side of Panel B that shows the two-error-variance Model 1 specification. Table 6 shows the post-event dummy ($\beta$) for RevPAR equals $-0.06848$, with $t$ statistic of $-10.41$. Recovery in the index is estimated by a significantly positive coefficient on the long-term dummy $\mu$; for RevPAR, we obtain an estimate of 0.0155636 ($t = 2.09$). We interpret these results to indicate that the initial drop in RevPAR is 6.848% but that RevPAR recovers to a drop of 5.292% in the fourth year (calculated as $\beta + \mu = -0.06848 + 0.0155636 = 0.05292$) using the two-$\sigma_e$ specification. All Panel B results are calculated in a similar fashion.

Panel A is calculated as follows. The long-term impact is estimated as $(\beta + \mu) / (1 - \gamma)$, while the initial impact is estimated as $\beta / (1 - \gamma)$.\textsuperscript{19} Examine the left side of Panel B which shows the two-error-variance Model 2 specification. Table 6 shows that the estimated RevPAR coefficient equals $-0.03317$, with $t$ statistic of $-6.81$. Recovery in the index is estimated by a non-significant coefficient on the long-term dummy $\mu$; for RevPAR, we obtain an estimate of 0.006847 ($t = 1.11$). We interpret these results to indicate that the initial drop in RevPAR is 7.588% but that RevPAR recovers to a drop of 5.998% in the fourth year, calculated as $-0.03317 / (1 - 0.561108) = -0.07588$ and $(-0.03317 + 0.006847) / (1 - 0.561108) = -0.05998$. All Panel A results are calculated in a similar fashion.

With these preliminaries complete, we examine the Table 7 results. The first thing to notice is that the long-term impact on RevPAR is very consistently estimated in the range of a drop of 5.29% to 6.23%, after initial drop of 6.85% to 8.35%. The Panel A results are even more tightly estimated with a drop of approximately 6% after initial drop of approximately 7.5% to 8%. In the Model 2 (Panel A) specification, there is strong evidence of a long-term drop of approximately 3.5% in ADR with no recovery. The Model 1 (Panel B) specification shows long-term drop of between 1.5% and 2% after initial drop of 2.2% to 2.4%.

The long-term impact for occupancy shows mixed results. The Model 2 (Panel A) specification indicates a long-term drop of approximately 1.6% after initial drop of approximately 3.7%. The Model 1 (Panel B) specification indicates a long-term drop of approximately 2.5% after initial drop of approximately 3.5%. There is strong evidence to indicate a statistically significant recovery in OCC in the long term. Interestingly, the long-term impact on RevPAR is greater than what one finds by multiplying the ADR and
### Exhibit 7: Pooled Estimates From All Competitive Sets.

#### Panel A: Model 1 (no lagged dependent variable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Post-event dummy $\beta$ $\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Post-event dummy $\beta$ Two-$\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Long-term dummy $\mu$ $\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Long-term dummy $\mu$ Two-$\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Specification comparison (Constant $\sigma_\varepsilon$ vs. two-$\sigma_\varepsilon$)</th>
<th>p value ($\chi^2$)</th>
<th>Avg. Effect on $\sigma_\varepsilon$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>-0.07688 (0.0060512) t = -12.71***</td>
<td>-0.06848 (0.0065766) t = -10.41***</td>
<td>0.0152523 (0.0074744) t = 2.04**</td>
<td>0.0155636 (0.0074448) t = 2.09***</td>
<td>$L_{\text{CONST}}$ 1,254.69</td>
<td>1,340.13</td>
<td>170.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>-0.02437 (0.0033286) t = -7.32***</td>
<td>-0.02180 (0.0039846) t = -5.67***</td>
<td>0.00394 (0.0042861) t = 0.92</td>
<td>0.00395 (0.0045003) t = 1.83***</td>
<td>$L_{\text{TWO}}$ 2,157.69</td>
<td>2,312.58</td>
<td>309.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>-0.03658 (0.0043409) t = -8.43***</td>
<td>-0.03504 (0.0045003) t = -7.79***</td>
<td>0.0143447 (0.0054682) t = 2.62***</td>
<td>0.0155636 (0.0056190) t = 1.56***</td>
<td>$\chi^2 (LR - L_{\text{UR}})$ 1,868.34</td>
<td>1,939.09</td>
<td>141.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Two models in two specifications each are estimated with data for all hotels pooled. Model 1 (Panel A) does not include lagged dependent variable, and Model 2 (Panel B) includes lagged dependent variable. Each model is estimated in two specifications: with constant (per hotel) error variance, and with different error variances (for each hotel) before and after the event. The specification comparison tests for comparison of the single-variance and two-variance specifications. The tests based on $\chi^2$ statistic reject the single-variance specification in favor of separate before- and after-event error variances. Examination of error variance estimates shows that the variance of the error term (on average, across events) is higher in the post-event period than in the pre-event period. As a further robustness check, the authors estimated two additional specifications for the long-term dummy. Table 6 presents the results for a long-term dummy that takes the value of 1 in the fourth year (months 37-48) following the opening of the POH. We also estimated $\mu$ for time $\ln(t)$, where $t$ was the number of months that had passed since the opening of the POH and $\mu$ for time $= t$, where $t$ was the number of months that had passed since the opening of the POH. In all cases, the results are robust to the results presented here. As the Table 6 specification for time (time = 1 for Year 4) has the highest overall likelihood value, we use these as the main results. RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy; POH = publicly owned hotel.

#### Panel B: Model 2 (includes lagged dependent variable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Post-event dummy $\beta$ $\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Post-event dummy $\beta$ Two-$\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Long-term dummy $\mu$ $\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Long-term dummy $\mu$ Two-$\sigma_\varepsilon$ model</th>
<th>Lag coefficient $\gamma$</th>
<th>Specification comparison (Constant $\sigma_\varepsilon$ vs. two-$\sigma_\varepsilon$)</th>
<th>p value ($\chi^2$)</th>
<th>Avg. Effect on $\sigma_\varepsilon$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>-0.03548 (0.004942) t = -7.18***</td>
<td>-0.03317 (0.004871) t = -6.81***</td>
<td>0.008931 (0.005812) t = 1.53*</td>
<td>0.00898 (0.005812) t = 1.56***</td>
<td>-0.0008197 (0.002553) t = -0.32</td>
<td>$L_{\text{CONST}}$ 1,500.74</td>
<td>1,542.55</td>
<td>85.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>-0.00591 (0.002059) t = -2.81***</td>
<td>-0.005626 (0.002191) t = -2.90***</td>
<td>-0.0001897 (0.0024593) t = -0.32</td>
<td>-0.0002608 (0.0024593) t = -0.32</td>
<td>0.010402 (0.004584) t = 1.04**</td>
<td>$L_{\text{TWO}}$ 2,709.72</td>
<td>2,771.47</td>
<td>123.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>-0.01808 (0.0003701) t = -4.88***</td>
<td>-0.001756 (0.0003747) t = -4.65***</td>
<td>0.001402 (0.0004584) t = 1.27**</td>
<td>0.0015274 (0.0004584) t = 1.27**</td>
<td>0.801274 (0.0056190) t = 1.56***</td>
<td>$\chi^2 (LR - L_{\text{UR}})$ 2,044.27</td>
<td>2,086.55</td>
<td>85.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OCC results, indicating that the RevPAR drop is more profound than simply the changes in ADR and OCC.

We interpret these results as indicating strong evidence that the introduction of a POH has a negative impact on hotels in the POH’s competitive set, even after adjusting for a recovery. Interestingly, the impact on occupancy and ADR is not as expected. It appears as if there is some support for the notion that the demand for hotel accommodation recovers in markets with the introduction of the POH. Surprisingly, the drop in ADR never recovers after the introduction of the POH, contributing to the overall drop in RevPAR.

**Results From the Individual Hotel Maximum Likelihood Models**

Next, we estimate Model 2 (two-error-variance specification) for each of the 21 markets to obtain a unique post-event dummy (β) and unique long-term dummy (µ) coefficient estimates for each hotel; this specification allows for seasonality via monthly dummies as well as a unique lag coefficient for each market.

---

**Exhibit 8:**
**Pooled Results: Impact of Publicly Owned Hotels on the Competitive Set Indexes.**

Panel A: Lagged dependent variable (Model 2) specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Two-σε model</th>
<th>Constant σε model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>−7.558%</td>
<td>−8.325%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>−3.502%</td>
<td>−3.053%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>−3.666%</td>
<td>−3.768%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: No lagged dependent variable (Model 1) specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Two-σε model</th>
<th>Constant σε model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>−6.848%</td>
<td>−7.688%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>−2.180%</td>
<td>−2.437%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>−3.504%</td>
<td>−3.658%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The coefficient estimates from the two pooled model specifications from Table 5 are used to estimate the economic impact of POHs on the index for the competitive sets. Panel A presents the most flexible specification, which recognizes the significant autocorrelation in the data. Panel B is presented as a robustness check. RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy; POH = publicly owned hotel.

**Exhibit 9:**
**Maximum Likelihood Results Summary: Number of Changes in the Individual Competitive Sets.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in market performance</th>
<th>Improved performance</th>
<th>Worse performance</th>
<th>Not statistically significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-event dummy (β)</td>
<td>Long-term dummy (β)</td>
<td>Post-event dummy (β)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RevPAR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The table shows the count of statically significant market changes out of the 21 markets with POH introductions using Model 2 to estimate a unique post-event dummy (β) and a unique long-term dummy (µ) for each hotel. RevPAR = revenue per available room; ADR = average daily rate; OCC = occupancy; POH = publicly owned hotel.
that the estimates vary over a great range, both for the post-event dummy and for the long-term dummy. We provide a graphical view in Figures 2 and 3.

Of the three metrics of RevPAR, ADR, and OCC, it is the first that provides the most complete picture of market strength as it incorporates both ADR and OCC. We have plotted the initial change and the long-term change to the competitive set index for RevPAR for the 21 individual competitive sets in Figure 2, using the data from Table 9.

The 21 competitive sets are organized horizontally by city name. An outcome in support of the positive externalities hypothesis has outcomes above the 0% line, that is, higher RevPAR index. An outcome in support of the POH damages hypothesis has outcomes below the 0% line, that is, lower RevPAR index. For each market, there are two bars. The initial change as estimated by the post-event dummy is represented by the left bar and long-term impact (post-event dummy ± the long-term dummy) is to the right. The purpose is to see how the metrics change, both initially and after allowing 4 years for market recovery.

One might expect to see evidence that over time markets would recover in a way that benefits competing hotels in the long run. Although there are some examples of this including Austin, Coralville, Denver, Midwest City, Providence, and Vancouver, this is not a predominant trend. Figure 2 clearly shows that negative scenarios predominate both in the number of cases and in the severity of the impact. This is true in both the short and long-term perspectives. These trends do not support claims that POH produce positive externalities that benefit existing hotels in the market. The dominant scenario, both in terms of the number of cases and the severity of the impacts, is that competing hotels were hurt by the entry of POHs into their markets. Furthermore, the data do not show consistent patterns of market recovery over time.

Figure 3 takes RevPAR index as a measure of market strength and plots it against market volatility to create a four-quadrant model illustrating the impact of the openings of POH in each of our 21 markets. The vertical axis plots the long-term change in the competitive set RevPAR index while the horizontal axis plots the change in the competitive set RevPAR index standard deviation.

This gives us four quadrants that we have labeled accordingly:

- The upper right quadrant is where the competitive set index got stronger and less volatile after the introduction of a POH, and is labeled Game Changers.
- The upper left quadrant is where the competitive set index got stronger, but more volatile after the introduction of a POH, and is labeled Swinging for the Fences.
- The lower right quadrant is where the competitive set index got weaker, but less volatile after the introduction of a POH, and is labeled Strikeout Looking.
- The lower left quadrant is where the competitive set index got both weaker and more volatile after the introduction of a POH, and is labeled Strikeout Swinging.

If the null hypotheses are false and POHs produce positive externalities for the competitive hotels, we would expect to find observations in the upper two quadrants, with the upper right dominating the upper left as one would prefer less volatility to more volatility. If the null hypothesis is false and POHs dilute the market for the competing hotels, we would expect to find observations in the lower two quadrants, with the lower left being worse than the lower right due to the increase in volatility.

Our analysis shows that the positive externality scenario is very elusive for hotels in the competitive set. Only seven of the 21 markets show an increase in the competitive RevPAR index, even after allowing for a recovery over time. For a POH to be a “game changer,” it would need to show a statistically significant increase in RevPAR and a statistically significant decrease in its standard deviation. In fact, we did not find any statistically significant “game changers” in the entire population of U.S. hotels that are wholly publicly owned, where there is sufficient data from their competitive sets to conduct our analyzes. The Austin market shows up in the RevPAR “game changer” quadrant; while the change in the competitive set RevPAR index was significant, the reduction in standard deviation was not. For the remaining six markets that showed modest increases in their RevPAR indices in Figure 3, with five being statistically significant, this came at the expense of more volatility, and thus these markets fall into the “swinging for the fences” quadrant.

Fifteen of the 21 markets exhibit a decline in the competitive set RevPAR index. Five markets fall into the “strikeout looking” category where RevPAR indices fell, but the markets were slightly less volatile. Of these five, only the Sheraton Overland Park competitive set experienced a statistically significant decrease in volatility. Within this category, statistically significant decreases in the RevPAR indices were found in Baltimore, Lombard, Overland Park, and St. Louis. Nine markets fall into the least desirable “strikeout swinging” category where the RevPAR of existing hotels in the market got both weaker and more volatile. Within this category, seven markets had statistically significant decreases in RevPAR indices while three had statistically significant increases in volatility. The Pittsburgh airport and Schaumburg competitive sets had the
### Exhibit 10:
**Maximum Likelihood Results: Changes in the Performance Metrics for the Individual Competitive Sets.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competitive set for publicly owned hotel</th>
<th>RevPAR Post-event dummy ($β$) Significance</th>
<th>Long-term dummy ($μ$) Significance</th>
<th>Lag coefficient ($γ$) Significance</th>
<th>ADR Post-event dummy ($β$) Significance</th>
<th>Long-term dummy ($μ$) Significance</th>
<th>Lag coefficient ($γ$) Significance</th>
<th>OCC Post-event dummy ($β$) Significance</th>
<th>Long-term dummy ($μ$) Significance</th>
<th>Lag coefficient ($γ$) Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austin</td>
<td>-0.0519</td>
<td>0.0790</td>
<td>0.4177</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.7643</td>
<td>-0.0619</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
<td>0.4357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>-0.0683</td>
<td>-0.0635</td>
<td>0.3802</td>
<td>-0.0551</td>
<td>-0.0323</td>
<td>0.5902</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.2843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>0.0656</td>
<td>-0.1463</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>-0.0235</td>
<td>0.3154</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>-0.0552</td>
<td>0.0648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coralville</td>
<td>-0.0281</td>
<td>0.0597</td>
<td>0.4492</td>
<td>-0.0132</td>
<td>0.0399</td>
<td>0.5581</td>
<td>-0.0131</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.3865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>0.0436</td>
<td>-0.0193</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>-0.0382</td>
<td>0.6547</td>
<td>-0.0164</td>
<td>0.0612</td>
<td>0.1377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>0.0601</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0763</td>
<td>-0.0274</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>-0.0632</td>
<td>0.0534</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.1132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>-0.0425</td>
<td>0.0169</td>
<td>0.5799</td>
<td>-0.0166</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.3822</td>
<td>-0.0279</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>0.6610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombard</td>
<td>-0.0393</td>
<td>-0.0107</td>
<td>0.4627</td>
<td>-0.0387</td>
<td>-0.0074</td>
<td>0.7371</td>
<td>0.0304</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.4618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest City</td>
<td>-0.0146</td>
<td>0.0595</td>
<td>0.4858</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>0.5110</td>
<td>-0.0194</td>
<td>0.0276</td>
<td>0.4759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle Beach</td>
<td>-0.0166</td>
<td>-0.0266</td>
<td>0.2401</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>-0.0083</td>
<td>0.2572</td>
<td>-0.0328</td>
<td>-0.0236</td>
<td>0.1186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>-0.0960</td>
<td>-0.0004</td>
<td>0.1405</td>
<td>-0.0425</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
<td>-0.0458</td>
<td>-0.0132</td>
<td>0.1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland Park</td>
<td>-0.2112</td>
<td>0.0281</td>
<td>0.2316</td>
<td>-0.0448</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.6364</td>
<td>-0.0602</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.4485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>-0.0192</td>
<td>-0.1152</td>
<td>0.1603</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>-0.0304</td>
<td>0.2646</td>
<td>-0.0204</td>
<td>-0.0576</td>
<td>0.0701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>-0.0940</td>
<td>-0.0202</td>
<td>0.6624</td>
<td>-0.0163</td>
<td>-0.0071</td>
<td>0.9203</td>
<td>-0.0745</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
<td>0.4273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>-0.0852</td>
<td>0.1228</td>
<td>0.1206</td>
<td>-0.0392</td>
<td>-0.0055</td>
<td>0.6753</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.1183</td>
<td>0.1316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>-0.0566</td>
<td>-0.1804</td>
<td>0.2863</td>
<td>-0.0350</td>
<td>-0.0385</td>
<td>0.5344</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>-0.0890</td>
<td>0.1460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaumburg</td>
<td>-0.1010</td>
<td>-0.0192</td>
<td>0.5248</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>-0.0670</td>
<td>0.3626</td>
<td>-0.0835</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.5628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreveport</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>-0.0302</td>
<td>0.8377</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>-0.0027</td>
<td>0.7871</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>-0.0391</td>
<td>0.7852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>-0.1472</td>
<td>-0.0541</td>
<td>0.1518</td>
<td>-0.0544</td>
<td>-0.0480</td>
<td>0.5606</td>
<td>-0.0616</td>
<td>0.0284</td>
<td>0.0860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td>-0.0118</td>
<td>0.0217</td>
<td>0.4936</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.6154</td>
<td>-0.0279</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>0.5670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne County</td>
<td>-0.1978</td>
<td>-0.0903</td>
<td>-0.0346</td>
<td>-0.0465</td>
<td>-0.0338</td>
<td>0.5393</td>
<td>-0.0600</td>
<td>-0.0127</td>
<td>0.1065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Model 2 is estimated for each market, which allows for seasonality via monthly dummies and a lagged dependent variable specification. We obtain a unique post-event dummy ($β$), a unique long-term dummy ($μ$), and a unique lag coefficient ($γ$) for each market.

*Significant at the 10% level, **Significant at the 5% level, ***Significant at the 1% level.
dubious distinction of having statistically significant negative impacts on both their RevPAR indices and volatility once POHs opened in their markets.

**Conclusion**

This study utilizes statistical tests based on several approaches: the whole sample univariate statistics; the individual hotel univariate tests; a set of pooled models that control for seasonality, autocorrelation, and the potential for improved performance over time; and individual competitive set models that control for seasonality and the potential for improved performance over time. The results from all these tests are consistent; there is deterioration in performance metrics for competitive sets following the introduction of a POH.

Given the impact of the universe of POHs in the United States on competing hotels, it is hard to make the case that any POH generated significant positive externalities to the existing stock of hotels competitive with the POH by attracting enough new demand to a market where competing hotels benefited from the public good. On the contrary, POHs tend to erode the key performance metrics of competitive hotels in the market. As can be seen in Figure 2, there was a significant improvement in the RevPAR indices of competing hotels in only five of the 21 markets. The pooled models that pull together the composite data of all the markets in our study yield similar results. For all three performance metrics, in all four statistical specifications, the pooled model identifies the negative impact on performance of the competitive set.

In addition to the effect on the level of performance, we also point out that there is an effect on variability. This is an important but often overlooked effect. The data in those markets that saw increases in volatility suggest that the addition of the POH helped attract enough visitors during peak season to absorb the additional inventory and created spillover business that benefited other hotels, but this was

---

**Exhibit 11:**

Impact of POH on RevPAR of individual competitive sets.

Note. The figure shows the initial impact and the long-term impact of the introduction of a POH on the RevPAR index of the individual competitive sets using the Model 1 Maximum Likelihood method. POH = publicly owned hotel; RevPAR = revenue per available room.
Exhibit 12:
Percentage change in competitive set RevPAR index and volatility after the introduction of a POH.

Percentage Change to RevPAR Index and Volatility of Competitive Sets

Note. The figure plots the long-term impact on the individual competitive set RevPAR index and the change in the RevPAR index standard deviation. The horizontal axis is the change in the index standard deviation from Table 2, and the vertical axis is the long-term impact from Figure 2. The upper right quadrant is where the market got stronger and less volatile after the introduction of a POH. The upper left quadrant is where the market got stronger, but more volatile after the introduction of a POH. The lower right quadrant is where the market got weaker, but less volatile after the introduction of a POH. The lower left quadrant is where the market got both weaker and more volatile after the introduction of a POH. RevPAR = revenue per available room; POH = publicly owned hotel.

not the case during the soft season where the added inventory drove down occupancies and rates. Increases in market volatility measured by the percent changes in the standard deviations of market RevPAR indices were found in 15 of 21 cases once the POH entered the market. In five of these cases, the increased market volatility was statistically significant at the 10% level or better. There is only one case of a statistically significant decrease in RevPAR volatility (the case of Sheraton Overland Park), but it comes at a price of a 27% decline in RevPAR level (p value of .000). Volatility increases in other metrics too. In 11 out of 21 markets, there is an increase in the volatility of occupancy (five cases are statistically significant), and there is no market with a statistically significant decline in occupancy index volatility. ADR index becomes substantially more volatile once the POH enters the market. ADR volatility increases in 17 of the 21 markets (in 10 of the 17 cases, the increase is statistically significant).

The question of how the introduction of a POH affects investments that private sector investors made in existing hotels has long been an important part of the debate over the use of public money for these projects. Proponents of POHs claim that their project will be a rate leader that will draw enough new business so that competing hotels in the market will benefit from these public goods. Others express fears that POHs are unfair competition that steal market share from the investments that private sector developers made in existing hotels. To date, these arguments, both pro and con, have been anecdotal with little in the way of reliable data to back either side.

For the first time, this study quantifies the impact that POHs have had on performance metrics of existing competing hotels in each of the 21 U.S. markets where there is adequate data for analysis. The overall picture that emerges from the analysis is one of deteriorating performance and of more volatile markets after the introduction of a POH. There is only a single market that emerges as a convincingly improved case. The data show that POHs tend to harm the performance metrics of existing hotels that most closely compete with them. Not only does performance decline but, in most cases, the markets become more volatile. The effect is observed in all three commonly used measures of performance: RevPAR, ADR, and OCC. The effects are statistically significant and economically meaningful.
This article provides compelling evidence that the introduction of POHs harms the hotels that are most competitive with the POH; policymakers, governmental officials, and hotel operators should proceed with caution and be aware that the “rising tide hypothesis” is rarely seen in practice.
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Notes
1. For details on the many forms that subsidies can take, see Nelson, Baltin, and Feighner (2012).
2. Sanders (2005a) is a good example of the argument against publicly owned hotels (POHs).
4. See, for example, Morgan and Condiffe (2006) and Fenich (1992) for papers providing support for significant positive externalities argument. Morgan and Condiffe provide labor multipliers for construction, dining, and lodging as a result of increased tourism or convention spending.
5. Rubin (2000, page 4) states,

   Hotel development in or near public convention facilities has always been a little problematic . . . if a hotel relies solely on rooms business generated in tandem with the convention center, it is difficult to achieve occupancy of much more than 55% to 57% on an annual basis . . . because major meetings and conventions required time to set up and time to tear down . . . So the economic viability of convention center hotel development has . . . typically been seen as something less than a sure based on typical location factors alone.

6. Blocher (2006, pages 370-371) provides an example:

   . . . A developer may be faced with the prospect of building a hotel at a cost of $10 million. She expects to receive $9 million in total receipts over the life of the hotel from the hotels customers. Additionally, the hotel is expected to confer $3 million of benefits to non-customers, including the value of spillover business from hotel customers, prestige for the town, enjoyment of the building’s architecture, and so on. Despite the total gross benefit of $2 million ($9 million to the developer plus $3 million to third parties, minus the $10 million in construction costs), the developer will not build hotel, unless she has a way to collect some of the $3 million of public benefits.

7. Rosen and Gayer (2008) say,

   Many people . . . understand that if they can convince the government their activities create beneficial spillovers, they may be able to dip into the treasury for a subsidy. The quest for such subsidies must be viewed cautiously . . . every subsidy embodies a redistribution of income [and] may not be desirable . . . a subsidy is appropriate only if the market does not allow those performing the activity to capture the full marginal return. (Chapter 8 “Externalities,” pp. 101-102)

8. Externalities and effectiveness of subsidies are an area of active research, both theoretical and empirical. Among recent papers are Parry and Small (2009), which develops a theory and empirically tests these in the context of urban transportation subsidies; an empirical study of externalities in the transportation sector by Bento et al. (2014); an empirical study of mortgage subsidies and home ownership by Fetter (2013); a theoretical study of contracting in the presence of heterogeneous externalities by Bernstein and Winter (2012); and a theory of taxation and subsidies in a production economy by Philippon (2010). Morrison and Siegel (1999) develop a model of agglomeration externalities and estimate it for U.S. manufacturing industries, and Harstad (2007) develops a game theoretic model of political cooperation among regions that try to internalize externalities. Despite the active research on externalities and subsidies within different settings, surprisingly little empirical work has been done on subsidies in the hotel sector.


10. In the introduction, the authors state,

   The private sector’s involvement in tourism is profit driven. When the risks are seen as too great, private investors or public sector leaders frequently initiate efforts to form partnerships between private investors, governments, foundations, and even pension fund organizations to pay for part of all of the costs of building an amenity. The investments by the public or nonprofit partners reduce the risks to the private sector partner and help to ensure profitability of the project and market-rate returns to private capital. (Rosentrub & Joo, 2009, p. 764)

11. The Trenton Marriott at Lafayette Yard lost its franchise, went bankrupt, and was sold in 2013.

12. As a technical matter, STR Global requires that a competitive set of hotels consist of four or more properties to make it impossible to determine the metrics of any one hotel. We used STR Analytics “Comp Set Suite” product to verify the competitive sets. Many thanks to Carter Wilson and Duane Vinson at STR Analytics for their assistance.

14. Levene’s (1960) test is an inferential statistic used to assess the equality of variance for a variable calculated for two or more groups. It tests the null hypothesis that the variances are equal. It may be used as a test for answering the question of whether two sub-samples in a given population have equal or different variances. Levene’s test is less sensitive to departures from normality than most tests.

15. The maximum likelihood approach to model estimation (MLE) gives several advantages over ordinary least squares (OLS) regression when applied to our research question. MLE gives us the flexibility to estimate pooled models with fine control over which coefficients are identified by the entire data set versus which coefficients are event specific. For example, we estimate models that allow autocorrelation to be different in different markets, and we also estimate models where autocorrelation is treated as a pooled estimate. Another important advantage of the MLE approach is the flexible error structure. Although OLS applied to an event study would assume that the variance of the error term is fixed (the same before and the same after the event), MLE is free from this restriction and allows us to estimate models with different error variances before and after the event. Empirically, we find this feature is important.

16. All estimations for the pooled models were performed using the numerical maximization functions in Mathematica® version 10.

17. As a robustness check, the authors estimated all the models above with two additional specifications for the long-term dummy. Table 6 presents the results for a long-term dummy that takes the value of 1 in the fourth year (months 37-48) following the opening of the POH. We also estimated $\mu$ for time $= \ln(t)$, where $t$ was the number of months that had passed since the opening of the POH and estimated $\mu$ for time $= t$, where $t$ was the number of months that had passed since the opening of the POH. In all cases, the results are robust to the results presented here. As the Table 6 specification for time (time = 1 for Year 4) has the highest overall likelihood value, we use these as the main results.

18. As a further robustness check, we allowed for the most flexible model which includes hotel-specific lagged dependent variables and hotel-specific error variance that may be different before and after the event. In this model, we estimate 274 coefficients in addition to 42 variances of the error term. The model allows for event-specific and market-specific characteristics, yet it is able to obtain remarkably precise estimates of the main coefficient of interest. For all three measures of performance, the estimate of $\beta$ is negative and strongly statistically significant, while the estimates of $\mu$ are weakly significant. These results are consistent with the results reported in Table 6.

19. These expressions take into account the estimated autoregressive component.

20. Here, we use the same long-term dummy specification as in Table 6, which presents the results for a long-term dummy that takes the value of 1 in the fourth year following the opening of the POH. We also estimated $\mu$ for time $= \ln(t)$ and $\mu$ for time $= t$. In all cases, the results are robust to the results presented in Tables 8 and 9. As the specification for time $= 1$ for Year 4 has the highest overall likelihood value, we use these as the presented results. As a further robustness check, we estimated Model 1 (no lagged dependent variable) for each of the 21 markets; the results are remarkably robust to the Model 2 estimates, although with lower likelihood values.
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